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Abstract. Information Architecture (IA) has emerged as a discipline that is 
concerned with the development of systematic approaches to the presentation 
and organization of online information. The IA discipline has commanded sig-
nificant attention from professional practitioners but lacks in the theoretical per-
spective. In our effort to formalize the knowledge of the discipline, we report on 
the extension of our initial work of formalizing the architectural framework for 
understanding website IA. Since the web is not a culturally neutral medium, we 
sought to delineate the cultural dimensions within our formed framework of 
website IA with the incorporation of the cultural dimensions of Hofstede and 
Hofstede’s (2005), Hall’s (1966), Hall and Hall’s (1990) and Trompenaar’s 
(1997). This attempt contributes towards the progress of putting a sense of cul-
tural localization to the IA augmentation for local and international website de-
sign. In addition, to avoid theoretical aloofness and arbitrariness, practical  
design presumptions are also reflected. 

Keywords: Information Architecture, Culture Interface, Cross Culture, Inter-
face Design, Localization. 

1   Introduction 

In this paper, we present a theoretical framework on how culture influences to website 
Information Architecture (IA). Our intention is to bring forward systematic attention 
by using cultural dimensions as part of theoretically driven approach to the existing 
framework of website IA. The extension framework of website IA provided in this 
paper may cater for localization for information products or artefacts where culture 
dimensions is illuminated alongside the initial architecture framework of website IA. 
The theoretical building approach is used as a general research method for this study 
towards incorporating the cultural dimensions into the theoretical framework of web-
site IA, in which inductive reasoning is chosen as part of the theoretical building 
process [10]. 

There are few reasons that motivate us to highlight the cultural theoretical frame-
work of website IA. First, IA is one of the areas that has been mostly neglected and 
still in great need of cross-cultural investigation of web design [4]. The problem also 
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lies when IA is highly disregard in cultural specific website [21]. In addition, the 
development process for website IA may be strongly supported if theoretical ground-
ing support is used as the arbitrary platform in supporting the selection of design 
methods and principles [8]. However, to avoid the potential danger of arbitrariness 
and theoretical aloofness, our cultural theoretical framework will include necessary 
mapping from the cultural framework into practical design indication of IA.  

The main objective of this research is to provide cultural theoretical framework 
into website IA alongside architectural perspectives. It is also our intention that the 
theoretical framework will contribute towards maximizing user browsing task strategy 
for information. According to Zhang, Von Dran, Small and Barcellos (1999), brows-
ing tasks are more dependent on web interface designs and thus more congruous to 
many website designers as comparable to analytical tasks [23]. Zhang et al. (1999) 
also noted the work of Marchionini (1995) where users’ searching behaviours are 
made up from browsing and analytical strategy, in which analytical strategy is more 
dependent on the functions of search engines [23]. Furthermore, Kralish and Brenedt 
(2004) have provide empirical evidence that culture do influence users’ search behav-
iour on website [14]. Therefore, as our research centers on cultural web interface 
issues, the outcome of our research is leading towards maximizing user browsing task 
strategy rather than focusing on search engine algorithm issues. 

The breakdown of the paper is seen as the following. Section 2 will briefly review 
our initial framework of understanding website IA using architectural perspectives. 
Then, basically we incorporate into our initial framework with the cultural theories of 
Hofstede and Hofstede’s (2005) [9], Hall’s (1966) [6], Hall and Hall’s (1990) [7] and 
Trompenaar’s (1997) [20]. Section 3 illustrates how this framework is used for related 
IA design practical indication, derived from the cultural theoretical framework of 
website IA. Lastly, section 4 draws the conclusions and discusses future work and 
implications. 

2   Culture Ascription on Website Information Architecture: A 
Theoretical Base 

For the purposes of our study, we reviewed our initial theoretical framework of un-
derstanding website IA derived from architectural perspectives and existing IA litera-
tures [22]. For each of the dimensions, there are theoretical prepositions attached [22]. 
To incorporate the cultural dimensions into this theoretical framework, we bring for-
ward, the theoretical proposition for ‘Context’ dimension which is:  

“The sense of delightfulness may be imposed, by including the IA elements based 
on the context or the recognizable sense, in which the underlying surface is used to 
support the appropriateness of the creation of website IA”. 

Therefore, the ‘sense of delightfulness’ emphasized by this theoretical proposition 
may be imposed with the localization process to the dimension of ‘Context’, ‘Naviga-
tion’ and ‘Content’ of IA. This is done by using Hofstede and Hofstede’s (2005) [9], 
Hall’s (1966) [6], Hall and Hall’s (1990) [7] and Trompenaar’s (1997) [20] culture 
theories as in Figure 1. It is important to use these similar cultural dimensions as the 
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Fig. 1. Cultural Framework of Understanding Website IA (Adapted from Wan Abdul Rahim,  
et al., 2006b) 

benchmark to differentiate and find similarities that exist between cultures. Under-
standing to differentiate culture and how each culture affects one’s behaviors, indi-
cates that we are operating under a different set of expectations [17].  

We applied the same method as Khaslavsky (1998) in which to combine a modi-
fied framework of cultural values based on Hofstede’s, Hall’s and Trompenaar’s 
models [12] to determine the degree of cultural adaptation may have influence the 
dimensions of website IA. The combination approach of using these culture theorists 
dimensions are used to counterbalance some of the shortcomings noted for each of the 
models. For example, Hofstede’s cultural dimensions have been criticized by some 
authors as too straightforward and stereotype as the dimension refer not to societies 
but to nations and employed for different context [14]. Furthermore, the substance of 
Hofstede’s research dates back in the mid ‘70s and may have changed due to global-
ization propensity induced by the Internet [2]. In addition, cultural dimensions by Hall 
and Trompenaars have yet to be empirically validated [18]. Jagne and Smith-Atakan 
(2006) had made notable criticism to scholars who use these types of cultural dimen-
sions and argued the needs for more studies on indigenous culture [11]. However 
Hofstede model is extensively replicated and shows a higher level of validity as com-
pared with other alternative models. Therefore, it is being suggested to combine all of 
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these culture theorists as their works are the most prevalent cultural differentiators 
and frequently referred to by scholars [3].  

There is empirical evidence that culture, at the very least, partially influence web 
page [3]. Therefore, Hofstede and Hofstede’s (2005) [9], Hall’s (1966) [6], Hall and 
Hall’s (1990) [7] and Trompenaar’s (1997) [20] models were chosen as part of the 
theoretical building process of website IA. The dimensions were selected by using 
inductive reasoning methods, which based on related IA practical website design 
indications to culture dimensions as in Section 3. The explanations of the selected 
dimensions are as follows: 

Individualism vs. Collectivism: The dimensions relate to the relative importance 
given to individuals or groups within a society. Individualism refers to culture that 
have loose ties between individuals and on the other hand collectivism in which peo-
ple integrated into groups and much depended as one cohesive group [9]. 

High vs. Low Power Distance (PD): The dimensions relate to the state of which 
weaker member of the society accept inequality in power distribution. Small PD sug-
gests equality; large PD suggests inequality in power distribution [9]. 

High vs. Low Uncertainty Avoidance (UA): The dimensions refer to the state of a 
society feels vulnerable of taking risks in unknown situation. Low UA takes risks, 
whereas high UA are uncomfortable with uncertainty and avoid taking risks [9]. 

Masculinity vs. Femininity: Masculinity refers to society where gender roles are 
clearly distinct and femininity stands for society where gender roles overlap [9]. 

Long vs. Short Term Orientation: Long term orientation encourages virtues ori-
ented towards future rewards whereas short term orientation promotes virtues related 
to immediate rewards as consideration [9]. 

High Context vs. Low Context: High context dimension do not require a detailed 
exchange of information whereas low context require more detailed exchange of in-
formation as part of the communication [6][7]. 

Monochronic vs. Polychronic Time: Monochronic time cultures emphasize on do-
ing things at a time and adhere to rules whereas polychronic time cultures are prone to 
multitasking and able to adapt changes to initial plan [6][7]. 

Universalism vs. Pluralism: Universalism cultures emphasize on rules and proce-
dures; pluralism cultures are prone towards relationship based [20]. 

By identifying culture background based on the cultural dimensions of Hofstede 
and Hofstede’s (2005) [9], Hall’s (1966) [6], Hall and Hall’s (1990) [7] and Trom-
penaar’s (1997) [20], the study may further uses these cultural theories as guidance to 
identify design features as part of the localization process of website IA. This may be 
done with the contextualization process of ‘Content’, ‘Navigation’ and ‘Context’ 
dimensions of IA which aims on assisting user on searching and browsing for infor-
mation around the website. In addition, we also propose the contextualization process 
of ‘Content’ dimension of website IA that is not only aid user for information search-
ing but also avoid user from experiencing information overload, that occurs when user 
deals with too much information. As part of the main contribution of this research 
which is to maximize user browsing task strategy, the contextualization process of 
‘Navigation’ dimension of website IA may reinforce user positioning and orientation 
while searching and browsing for information [22]. Furthermore, the localization 
process of ‘Context’ dimension of IA is also being imposed. Practical design implica-
tion can be seen in the next section to see the overall potential cultural effects towards 
the dimensions of ‘Navigation’, ‘Content’ and ‘Context’ of IA. 
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3   Practical Implication of Cultural Website Information 
Architecture 

Artefacts are treated as visible and audible patterns of culture which exist on a surface 
level [1]. Values, on the intermediary level, concern what ‘ought’ to be done [1]. The 
dimensions of website IA proposed by our work interplay with these different levels 
as the values prescribed by the culture dimensions will influence the creation of IA 
artefacts. The related IA designs that reflect cultural dimensions of influence to the 
localization process of website IA are accumulated alongside the theoretical frame-
work of website IA. They are based on heuristics and guidelines relevance to website 
IA design. The attempt was conducted as there are a number of culture interface stud-
ies that develop a set of broad cross cultural guidelines as the results which is similar 
to ones develop by Marcus [13] [15]. The following subsection will highlight few of 
the existing works initiated on developing cultural guidelines based on Hofstede and 
Hofstede’s (2005) [9], Hall’s (1966) [6], Hall and Hall’s (1990) [7] and Trompenaar’s 
(1997) [20] culture theories which are related to our dimensions of website IA. We 
used inductive reasoning methods to ascribe the dimensions of ‘Content’, ‘Naviga-
tion’ and ‘Context’ as part of the localization process towards imposing the ‘represen-
tational delight’ of website IA. 

3.1   Impact of Culture on Navigation Dimension 

Lack of contextual clue is one big problem on web navigation [19]. Hence, culture is 
treated as a relative attempt to provide situational cues and is manageable by the posi-
tioning and selection of elements that is user oriented. The contextualization process 
for the navigation dimension is oriented towards reinforcing user location inside the 
information hypertext space. This can be achieved with the contextualization process 
of sign, icon, symbol, layout, architectural nature (entrance and transition zone) that 
can further be illuminated with respective cultural dimension of cultural websites 
[22].   

Few IA design relevance to ‘Navigation’ dimension of website IA is reflected in 
Table 1. The design prescription is not much concerned about giving advice on how 
culture can be controlled, but as an attempt of practical relevance of what may be 
attained by providing constructive ideas for the development of website IA. The de-
sign prescription shown in Table 1 is important to create awareness that culture may 
be an important factor to avoid user from becoming disoriented of their location in-
side information environment by emphasizing on providing navigation aids. In addi-
tion, mapping culture terrain provides guide of how to orient oneself and reduce  
making errors [1]. Ultimately, it is the patterns, landmark references and cultural 
nuances that shape the navigation elements of website IA. 

3.2   Impact of Culture on Content Dimension 

The contextualization process on the dimension of ‘Content’ of website IA may be 
achieved with the adaptation of culture theorist cross cultural variables that may have 
a direct impact on type of labeling, grouping system, colour and typography chosen 
for the cultural website towards creating the information structure of the website [22]. 
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Table 1. Cultural Indication on Navigation Dimension of Website IA 

Culture Dimension Design Indication 
Individualism [9] - Global and customizable navigational system [16] 

Collectivism [9] - Contextual navigational system [16] 

High Uncertainty 
Avoidance [9] 

-  Navigation schemes to prevent users from lost [15] 
-  Simplicity with clear metaphors, limited choices and restricted   
    data [15] 
-  Local and contextual navigational system [16] 
-  Include customer service, navigation local stores, local      
   terminology, free trials and download [18]. 

 
Low  Uncertainty 
Avoidance [9] 

- Less control of navigation; for example, links might open new  
   windows leading away from the original location [15] 
- Complexity with minimal content and choices [15] 
-  Focus on providing global and local navigation system [16] 

Masculinity [9] - Navigation oriented to exploration and control [15] 

High Context [6][7] - Local and contextual navigational system [16] 
 

Low Context [6][7] - Global and local navigational system [16] 
 -  Links in navigation bar arranged in alphabetical order [19] 
-  Logical and structured layout  [19] 

Monochronic [6][7] - Global and local navigational system [16] 

Polychronic [6][7] - Local and contextual navigational system  [16] 

Universalism [20] - Global and local navigation system [16] 

Particularism [20] - Local and contextual navigational system [16] 

The design inflicted with culture dimensions may deter user from experiencing infor-
mation overload and may assist in refocusing user attention back to the information 
structure [22]. Few design relevance on ‘Content’ dimensions of IA are being high-
lighted by few researchers as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Cultural Indication on Content Dimension of Website IA 

Culture dimension Design Implication 
Individualism [9] - Chunk information by task [16] 

Collectivism [9] - Chunk information by modular [16] 
- Include family theme, clubs or chatrooms, loyalty programs, 

community relations, symbols of group identity, newsletter and 
links to local websites [18] 
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Table 2. (Continued) 

High Power  
Distance [9] 

- Include hierarchy information and  pictures of  
important people with title [18] 

- Include quality assurance, awards and vision statements and  
   appeal in pride of ownership [18] 
- Tall hierarchy in mental models [15] 
- Highly structured access to information [15] 

Low Power  
Distance [9] 

- Shallow hierarchy in mental models [15] 
- Low structured access to information [15] 

High Uncertainty 
Avoidance [9] 

- Mental models and help systems that focus on reducing “user  
  error” [15] 
- Redundant cues (color, typography and sound, etc) to reduce  

ambiguity [15] 
- Chunk information by topic or modular [16] 
- Include tradition themes, local stores and local terminology, 

customer service and navigation, free trials and downloads [18] 

Low Uncertainty 
Avoidance [9] 

-  Mental models and helps systems that focus on understanding  
   concepts rather than narrow tasks [15] 
-  Coding of color, typography and sound maximize information 

[15] 
-  Chunk information by task [16] 

Masculinity [9] - Include product effectiveness [18] 
- Clear and distinct gender role [18] 
-  Employ quizzes, games and realism themes [18] 

Long Term  
Orientation [9] 

- Content focused on both practice and practical value 
- Relationship as a source of information and credibility [15] 

Short Term   
Orientation [9] 

- Content focused on truth and certainty of  beliefs [15] 
- Rules as a source of information and credibility [15] 

Monochronic [6][7] - Chunk information by task or topic [16] 

Polychronic [6][7] - Chunk information by topic or modular [16] 

High Context [6][7] - Chunk information by topic or modular [16] 
- Use politeness and soft sell approach in message deliverance  
   [18] 

Low Context [6][7] - Chunk information by task or topic [16] 
-  Use hard sell approach and explicit comparison in message   
   deliverance [18] 
-  Include terms and conditions, rank and prestige and use of   
   superlatives  [18] 

Universalism [20] - Chunk information by task or topic [16] 

Particularism [20] - Chunk information by topic or modular [16] 
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3.3   Impact of Culture on Context Dimension 

The cultural framework may add value for localization process of information artefact 
or information product and can also be used as a design prescription to the construc-
tion of ‘Context’ dimension of website IA [22]. The localization process of website 
IA will be depended on the culture background of the user and being justified based 
on the cultural dimensions highlighted in this study. There are few existing design 
highlighted by related researchers which are relevance to ‘Context’ dimension of 
website IA as shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Cultural Indication on Context Dimension of Website IA 

Culture dimension Design Implication 
High Power  
Distance [9] 

- Significant and frequent emphasis on the social and moral 
order  (e.g. portrayal of nationalism or religion) and its sym-
bols [15] 

Low Power Distance  
[9] 

- Trifling and infrequent use of the social and moral order (e.g.  
  portrayal of nationalism or religion) and its symbols [15] 

High Context [6][7] - Strong preference for visual [19] 
- Use implicit cultural marker like visual and color [19] 
- Emphasize on aesthetics value [18] 

Low Context [6][7] 
 

- Use explicit culture marker such as page layout [19] 

4   Conclusion and Future Works 

This research sought to understand and establish the relationship between cultural 
dimensions to existing architectural framework of understanding website IA. Our 
goals are to understand what do cultural theoretical perspectives may have on website 
IA, in which, the understanding and the theoretical proposition highlighted could 
bring forward valuable knowledge from a known knowledge into IA domain. The 
study attempt is progressing towards putting localization sense to IA augmentation 
and implementation. The attempt is justified with theories borrowed from well-known 
cultural theorist; Hofstede and Hofstede’s (2005) [9], Hall’s (1966) [6], Hall and 
Hall’s (1990) [7] and Trompenaar’s (1997) [20] which are being used to frame up the 
holistic contextual understanding of the localization process of website IA. An inte-
grated framework, combining these perspectives is presented in Figure 1 as part of the 
theoretical building process of the website IA framework. This framework was 
formed by using inductive reasoning research method which is performed by conduct-
ing literature analysis on related website IA design to cultural dimensions.   

There are several important implications of our research for research and practice. 
First, we used some existing concepts of website IA to understand this contemporary 
phenomenon of online information environment. Second, we integrated internal and 
external perspectives related to cultural paradigm based on cultural dimensions that 
offer strategically holistic view for website IA design development. This is done by 
using theoretical propositions suggested by cultural theorist variables to understand 
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different cultures background by using similar dimensions of comprehensions. Then, 
this understanding is used as part of the theoretical framework of website IA. In addi-
tion, among the implications and contribution of this research is the identification of 
cultural web design for website IA that may maximize the browsing task strategy for 
information. The effort may contribute towards increasing the usability level of the 
website. Furthermore, the practical design indications may avoid theoretical aloofness 
and theoretical arbitrariness of the theoretical framework of website IA. 

There is limitation and constraint imposed by the cultural theoretical framework of 
this study. The risk is involved as the localization process may fall trap of stereotyp-
ing other cultures due to the propensity given to cultural dimension [19] in the devel-
opment of the cultural theoretical framework of website IA. However, future  
extension framework may be further evolved by using case study research as part of a 
theoretical building process [5]. This approach may be useful to support much re-
quired research areas that are oriented on engaging culture directly and focused on 
better understanding of indigenous people [11][19]. In addition, future works may 
also involve theoretical testing and verification for the theoretical framework. This 
may be done by using deductive reasoning approach as part of the theoretical testing 
method and seeks to see if the theory applies to specific instances [10]. Moreover, the 
framework may be also be operationalized and empirically verified by researchers 
interested in this area of research. The framework highlighted in this paper may cater 
for localization process of the information artefacts where culture dimensions may be 
further illuminated alongside the architectural framework of understanding website 
architecture. Furthermore, our work could be used as a preliminary point for conduct-
ing empirical studies to uncover the dynamics and diverse aspects of IA. 
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